
 

Solutions of wave kineticequations
with constant fluxes

1 Conservation laws and fluxes
Macroscopic conservation laws are generically associated

to microscopic conservations

cf Bredon Desvillettes for counterexamples

they are associated to somesymmetries of the collision
operator mere visible in the weak formulation

Using this weak formulation it is straightforward to

define fluxes introducing derivatives viaTaylor's formula
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3 wave equation

Qzwlninlqdk fdkdkdkzrkk.kz Skka k tra mm na

fon f É q q q

collision invariants k un
Qw min kidk JQswln.nl un dk 0

A no mass conservation

isotropic case Wer RAKI
n

nllkDEpk.kz1kf tkt tkt ftp.pzfpq.ezdlldllqdllp

energy flux JQzwlninwqdk fk.JIln.nl yolk
Jai min Tony dlr

If q my then q q q un wa Y uh Yr wa Yr
vs lq Ys wa q Ya
v y was Y

By Fubini one can choose

1kfJE ln n 2kfdtidkrdlzZnk.ba 1k shek flippe
m'nana G à En
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4 wave equation

JQywln.mn qdkt y fdkdkdkdkzfaq.k.pzfrkph.amMraz
K É É tn q q q qs

collision invariants 1 k un

mass flux JyÛ ln.mn kfthdkdkdkfihkksdkclh.hjdrk.pkÀ n'ninznz tn tn tn tn
k

energy flux Juif tn n n dhdkdkdhshik.ph

ftp.gnhnznsnnznf nf fwithcfhtiJtws1ktfhshJ wintering

Non isotropic fluxes
In the radial case theflux is defined uniquely Cupto a

constant by its divergence

In the non radial case we need to prescribe a gauge
condition

Assume that were is isotropie and that r is invariantby rotation

One can design a procedure Escobedo Golse SR to define
uniquely the flux J for any radial collision invariante

Is it the only flux J such that forany isometry R
RtJtm Kk Ilmor Lh
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2 Constant fluxdistributions

When forcing and dissipation occur at differentscales
stationary solutions should exhibit a cascademechanism

compatiblewith conservation laws

This cascade is classicaly describedby a local equation
obtainedby Zakharov's transform

Ne proposehere a more systematic approach whichdoes

not require a strong intuition of thephysicalmechanism

Solutions of the divergenceequation

Proposition If the flux Jl n k kj ln k with

jtm radial and homogeneousofdegree d then

QQ n div Jtm c of in D
where c is the residue of jtm at o

Prof by Euler's relation for homogeneous functions
k Pj ln tkt dj n Ctrl for kf 0

Therefore
div J n k Dj ln dj ln 0 for kf 0h Lh k
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The distributiondiv Mn is supported on f0
and homogeneous of degree d

div J n c 8 in D rza

Remarks this basic result provides a very generalselling
to construct Kolmogorov Zakharov power beur spectra
provided that
the dispersion relationagis isotropic and homogeneous
the cross section r is homogeneous
However there are a few technical issues

Non interacting condensate regime cf Escobedo Velazquez

In the previous setting we implicitly consider that
the partof the system with k 0 does not interact
with the rest of the system

instantaneouslyabsorbedby an infinite sink

This means that in the weak formulation ofthe équation
thedomainof intégration does not include 0
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Locality Bath Zakharov Collot Dieter Germain

In order that the equationmakessense the

integrals defining the collisionoperator and theflux
have to beconvergent

Propice Collet Dieter Germain For the4 wave

kineticequation with wa 1kf and r 1

a distribution n suchthat Nk x 1kt and onCk 1kff
is local if f 1 and a C 0 Eue

is weakly
loué
if f71 and x C 0 f

Direction of the cascade

Thesignof the residue indicates whether 0 is
a source t or a sink C

For the 4 wave equation theFjortoft argument shows that
the energy musthave a direct cascade positiveflux d o
the mass must have an indirectcascade negativeflux ato

When thefluxhas thewrong sign one expects warm

cascades cf froment Onorato Asinari Nazarenko
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3 Self similarprofiles

K2
TheKolmogorov Zakharov solutions n are expected to

predict the long time behavior of realisticphysical systems
in some specific range of wavenumbers

This behavior depends on the capacity of the K2 solution
defined as mm for déréct cascades

si nn fr indirect cascades

Evolution scenarios cf Falkovich Shafarenko

In the infinite capacity case with forcing anddissipation
the Kolmogorov spectrum should form behind

some relaxation front k pont t 4h

In the finite capacity case withforcing and dissipation
the solution should grow as a whole in the inertial

range but not in a self similar way
Theregime withoutforcing is maybe simpler
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Analysis of the coagulationequation
QcC n n Mk ka n naqq.kz nffdhk.tn

with Ndlr dk d'rck.kz HD

similar to the 3 wave equation with collisioninvariantk

direct cascade coagulation with infinite capacity
Chez k ou 1kf Btr 2

Find a self similar profile nsLt b t tab
describing the asymptote behaviorof net d t'lollogt t'Pk

Scaling relations

jnlt.kdk tdbdfollogt.es zdz Olt
a ne t x 0 pzqol.IQ O TB Ktm

p fg x 3
81t

Profileequation
ds f3Oz LeCQ 0 a

Matching conditions

0 behindthe front Q z z
Btr

losG exponentially small
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Them Ferreira Franco Velazquez under ketmical

assumptions on a there exists a self similarprofile
with finite mass f3 G dz
and boundedflux Jothihr Ez1 4Effare

satisfying a in the sense of distributions

Furthermore ftp.dslz dz efzbtHkhzmjpdsKlexpCGet x

Openquestions uniqueness of dos and behavior at3 0

basinof attraction of ds

Analogies with type I and type I blowup

Is it possible to rephrase the property of finite capacity
in terms of solutions of la

cascade to a blowup at 0

selfsimilar behavior at 0 selfsimilar behavior at x
exponential decay at a smooth in 0

infinitecapacity type I
backwardflux groundstatebehavior

finitecapacity type
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